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ART 6/7: I can create dimensional work in pen and ink. Sketchbook Day

* TLW design dimensional bottles utilizing new shading methods in pen. Art 6/7 - Smooth Rose

Art 1: I can create a subjective color self-portrait.

*TLW compose, color-map, plan & apply color media (acrylic paint) to canvas. Art 1 -  Conch

Art 1: I can create a mixed media collage study of hands.

* TLW create hand studies in at least 3-4 different media.
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ART 6/7: I can create perspective name with texture rubbings in complementary colors. Sketchbook Day

* TLW design perspective names using markers and colored pencils. Art 6/7 - Mockingbird

Art 1: I can create a mixed media collage study of hands.

* TLW create hand studies in at least 3-4 different media. Veterans Day Art 1 -  Gourd Canteen
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ART 6/7: I can create a perspective city drawing. Sketchbook Day

* TLW design a city in perspective. Art 6/7 - Chickadee

Art 1: I can create a mixed media collage study of hands.
Looking ahead...

* TLW create hand studies in at least 3-4 different media. Art 1 -  Art Supplies
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ART 6/7: I can create an acrylic landscape painting. Sketchbook Day

* TLW paint a barn scene in acrylics. Art 6/7 -  Goose

Art 1: I can create an acrylic aerial perspective painting..

* TLW create an aerial painting in the style of a famous artist. Art 1 -  

NOTES:
*All sketchbooks will be graded for completion.

*Timeline for projects will be adjusted if necessary, but Fridays will remain Sketchbook days regardless.

*TALENTED ART students who leave my classroom 2x a week will be accountable for all sketchbooks but may not complete all projects (teacher/student will discuss which ones will be exempted -Case by case). 

*Students are responsible for work missed due to absences UNLESS discussion has been had with teacher.

GRADES ARE PUT IN AFTER PROJECTS ARE COMPLETED- NOT WEEKLY AS MOST TEACHERS DO:)



[1] This resource is a paid product for single use, by one user. Pressing the "SHARE" or MAKE a COPY 
button, to distribute to another user is a violation of TOU. Please direct inquiries/interest to my TpT store. 
Thank you for your support!


